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QUESTION 1

An administrator wants to run secure commands as user1 from hosta to hostb using OpenSSH. Which actions will
configure SSH trust? 

A. Create a public and private key on hosta Copy contents of public key to hostb file
/home/user1/.ssh/authorized_keys2 

B. Create a public and private key on hostb Copy contents of private key to hosta file
/home/user1/.ssh/authorized_keys2 

C. Create a public and private key on hosta Copy contents of key to hostb file /usr/openssh/.ssh/authorized_keys2 

D. Create a public and private key on hosta Copycontents of private key to hostb file /home/useM/
ssh/authorized_keys2 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

In order to enable an AIX host to use one virtual Ethernet adapter to communicate on multiple VLANs, what is
required? 

A. The VLAN devices used by the host must be configured with IP addresses on different subnets. 

B. The virtual Ethernet adapter must be set to full duplex in AIX. 

C. VLAN devices must be configured in the AIX host. 

D. The virtual Ethernet adapter must be configured as a trunk adapter. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which command creates an application WPAR? 

A. mkwpar 

B. wparexec 

C. crwpar 

D. wparcreate 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4
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Within the context of a script, what must be considered when using stopsrc to stop a running subsystem? 

A. The command can only run in the foreground. 

B. Return code will be zero, regardless of outcome. 

C. Return code will be non-zero should the subsystem fail to stop. 

D. The commandwill wait for the given subsystem to shutdown, before returning. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

New change control procedures dictate that system maintenance windows be shown to each user after logging into the
system using sshor telnet. Updating which file or files will accomplish this task? 

A. The message of the day file 

B. The user default attributes file 

C. User and admin system alert files 

D. The var daily message files 

Correct Answer: A 
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